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THE ALPHA PROBLEM & LINE COUNT CONFIGURATIONS
SUSAN M. COOPER AND STEPHEN G. HARTKE
Abstract. Motivated by the work of Chudnovsky and the Eisenbud-Mazur Conjecture
on evolutions, Harbourne and Huneke give a series of conjectures that relate symbolic and
regular powers of ideals of fat points in projective space Pn. The conjectures involve both
containment statements and bounds for the initial degree in which there is a non-zero form
in an ideal. Working with initial degrees, we verify two of these conjectures for special line
count configurations in projective 2-space over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
0.
1. Introduction
The extent to which symbolic and regular powers of a homogeneous ideal in a polynomial
ring are different has intrigued mathematicians for a number of years. With many nice
applications in Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra, it is not surprising that a
number of conjectures about containments between these powers have played a central role
in open problems. A small sample of work studying symbolic powers includes [B. et al.],
[BC], [BCH], [BH1], [BH2], [Ch], [CHT], [ELS], [EM], [GHM], [HHu], [HaHu], and [TY].
Given a homogeneous ideal I in the polynomial ring R “ krPns “ krx0, . . . , xns over the
field k, the mth symbolic power is defined to be Ipmq “ R X pXP pI
mqP q where the second
intersection is taken over all associated primes P of I and the intersections are taken in
the field of fractions of R. It is well-known that Ipnmq Ď Im for any m ě 1 (see [ELS],
[HHu]). In hopes of tighter containments, Harbourne and Huneke consider the following
general question:
Question 1.1. [HaHu, Question 1.3] Let I Ă R “ krx0, . . . , xns be a homogeneous ideal.
For which positive integers m, i and j do we have Ipmq Ď M jI i, where M “ px0, . . . , xnq is
the irrelevant ideal of R?
When I is an ideal of a finite set of distinct points, the symbolic power Ipmq defines a
fat point scheme. In the spirit of Question 1.1, Harbourne and Huneke conjecture several
relationships for fat points, including
Conjecture 1.2. [HaHu, Conjectures 2.1 and 4.1.5] Let I Ă R “ krx0, . . . , xns be the ideal
of a finite set of distinct points in Pn and M “ px0, . . . , xnq Ă R be the irrelevant ideal.
Then
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(i) Iprnq ĎM rpn´1qIr holds for all r ą 0;
(ii) Iprn´pn´1qq ĎM pr´1qpn´1qIr holds for all r ą 0.
Currently there are limited means to verify these conjectures for ideals I of general points
in Pn for n ą 2 (see [BCH] for results in P2 and [Du] for results in P3). Thus, looking at
special cases has become important in developing tools that can be used in more general
situations and in the search for counter-examples. For example, fat points supported on star
configurations (which are special point sets given by the pair-wise intersection of hyperplanes)
are considered in [BCH]. Star configurations have often exhibited extremal behavior and so
make a good test case for counter-examples. In the same spirit we consider fat points
supported on line count configurations in this paper. Arising in a number of situations, line
count configurations are similar to star configurations and provide us with a large family of
points for which we have special tools to work with.
It is easy to see that if Conjecture 1.2 is true, then we have an immediate relationship
between the initial degrees in which there are non-zero forms in the symbolic power Iprnq
and the regular powers Ir and M rpn´1q for part (i), and in the symbolic power Iprn´pn´1qq
and the regular powers Ir and M pr´1qpn´1q in part (ii). In this paper we investigate these
relationships on initial degrees so as to provide evidence of Conjecture 1.2. The conjectures
are indeed challenging to prove so it is not surprising that a mixture of tools from Algebraic
Geometry and Discrete Mathematics are used.
The paper is outlined as follows. Clear statements of the conjectures we pursue are given in
Section 1.1. Section 1.2 then provides the necessary background for symbolic powers of ideals
of fat points and their Hilbert functions. The Hilbert function gives rise to natural bounds
on the initial degrees and hence provides a first-step in our investigation. In Section 1.3
we further explain why we focus our attention on the special line count configurations. In
Section 2, we prove a key case that we use in Section 3 to prove the desired conjectures for
any line count configuration of type pc1, c2, . . . , ctq where ci ě i. Finally, in Section 4, we
discuss future directions.
1.1. The Alpha Conjectures. We fix R :“ krPns “ krx0, . . . , xns to be the homogeneous
coordinate ring for Pn over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0.
Definition 1.3. Let P1, . . . , Pq be distinct points in P
n and m1, . . . , mq be non-negative
integers. We denote the ideal generated by all the forms vanishing at the point Pi by IPi.
The ideal I :“ Im1P1 X I
m2
P2
X ¨ ¨ ¨ X I
mq
Pq
Ă R defines a subscheme Y Ă Pn which is called a fat
point scheme.
To ease notation, we write Y :“ m1P1`¨ ¨ ¨`mqPq and denote I by IY. If X “ tP1, . . . , Pqu
and m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ mq “ m then we simply write Y “ mX. The support of Y is the set
of all Pi for which mi ą 0. We observe that the mth symbolic power of IY is I
pmq
Y
“
Imm1P1 X I
mm2
P2
X ¨ ¨ ¨ X I
mmq
Pq
. Thus, when m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ mq “ 1 we see that the mth symbolic
power of IY gives us the fat point scheme mX.
The conjectures of interest in this paper give a relationship between the initial degrees of
forms in the defining ideals of a fat point scheme and its support.
Definition 1.4. Let Y be a fat point scheme in Pn. We define the initial degree of Y to be
αpYq :“ mintt P Zě0 | there exists a non-zero form in IY of degree tu.
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We are interested in verifying the following conjectures of Harbourne and Huneke. These
are implications of parts (i) and (ii), respectively, in Conjecture 1.2.
Conjecture 1.5. Let W be a finite set of distinct points in Pn and consider the family of
fat point schemes prnqW Ă Pn for r ě 1. For each fat point scheme member of this family,
we have the inequality
αpprnqWq ě rαpWq ` rpn´ 1q.
Conjecture 1.6. Let W be a finite set of distinct points in Pn and consider the family of
fat point schemes prn´pn´ 1qqW Ă Pn for r ě 1. For each fat point scheme member of this
family, we have the inequality
αpprn´ pn´ 1qqWq ě rαpWq ` pr ´ 1qpn´ 1q.
1.2. Bounds for Alpha via the Hilbert Function. In this section we briefly recall some
of the necessary background of fat points. From this point onwards we concentrate our
investigation in P2 and let R “ krx0, x1, x2s “ krP
2s where k is an algebraically closed field
of characteristic 0.
For any homogeneous ideal J Ă R, the quotient A :“ R{J is graded: letting Jt (re-
spectively, Rt) be the span of the forms in J (respectively, in R) of degree t, we see that
A “ ‘tě0At where At :“ Rt{Jt. The Hilbert function HpAq gives the k-vector space di-
mension of At as a function of t. That is, we define HpA, tq :“ dimk Rt ´ dimk Jt for
t ě 0. We collect these dimensions together in a sequence HpAq :“ pHpA, 0q, HpA, 1q, . . .q.
Related to this sequence of dimensions is the first difference Hilbert function ∆HpAq: if
HpAq “ ph0, h1, h2, . . .q, then ∆HpAq is the sequence ph0, h1 ´ h0, h2 ´ h1, . . .q. Note that
if Y is a fat point scheme, then the ideal IY is homogeneous and so we define the Hilbert
function of Y to be HpYq :“ HpR{IYq and the first difference Hilbert function of Y to be
∆HpYq.
It will be important to connect HpYq and αpYq. Since αpYq is the initial degree t in which
there is a non-zero form in IY, we see that
αpYq “ min
"
t P Zě0 | HpY, tq ă dimk Rt “
ˆ
t ` 2
2
˙*
“ min tt P Zě0 | ∆HpY, tq ă dimkpkrx0, x1sqt “ t ` 1u .
With this in mind, given any non-negative integer sequence w “ pw0, w1, . . .q lying below
∆HpkrP2sq “ p1, 2, 3, 4, . . .q, we will let αpwq be the initial degree for which w is strictly
less than the corresponding value of ∆HpkrP2sq. That is, αpwq is the initial degree t ě 0 in
which wt ă t` 1.
For any fat point scheme Y in P2, results of Cooper–Harbourne–Teitler [CHT] give us
bounding functions for HpYq which naturally bound αpYq. In [CHT], the authors study
the Hilbert function of a fat point scheme Y Ă P2 given the multiplicities and information
about which subsets of the support are collinear. A reduction vector d is defined based on
the collinearity information and this vector is used to give upper and lower bounds on HpYq
in each degree. We now go into more details of this approach.
Definition 1.7. [CHT] Let Y “ m1P1 `m2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mqPq Ă P
2. Let L be a line defined
by the linear form F . The subscheme
Y
1 :“ b1P1 ` b2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bqPq,
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where bi “ mi if Pi R L and bi “ maxpmi ´ 1, 0q if Pi P L, is the subscheme of Y residual to
L. We write Y1 :“ Y : L.
The reduction vector d is then obtained by repeatedly considering residual subschemes.
Definition 1.8. [CHT] Let Y “ m1P1 `m2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mqPq Ă P
2. Let L1,L2, . . . ,Ln be a
sequence of lines in P2, not necessarily distinct.
(a) We define fat point schemes Y0,Y1, . . . ,Yn by Yn :“ Y and Yj´1 :“ Yj : Lj . We say
that L1, . . . ,Ln totally reduces Y if Y0 is empty.
(b) We also define the vector d “ pd1, d2, . . . , dnq such that dk :“
ř
tak,i : Pi P Lku where
Yk “ ak,1P1 ` ak,2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak,qPq.
The vector d is the reduction vector for Y induced by L1, . . . ,Ln.
To illustrate these definitions we give an example. Note that the order in our residuation
process is reversed (but equivalent) from that given in [CHT]. We state all results from
[CHT] using the notation given above.
Example 1.9. Let Y “ Y4 Ă P
2 be the fat point scheme described in the following figure,
where the numbers associated to the points represent the multiplicities.
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Given the sequence L1 “ l1,L2 “ l3,L3 “ l2,L4 “ l1 of lines Li, Yi´1 is obtained from Yi
by reducing by 1 the multiplicities of all the points on the line Li (and dropping points whose
multiplicity becomes 0). The output of the reduction procedure with respect to the sequence
L1,L2,L3,L4 is the reduction vector d “ p2, 3, 4, 8q: indeed, counting with multiplicity, Y4
has 8 points on L4, Y3 has 4 points on L3, and so on until eventually all of the points have
multiplicity 0. (In [CHT], d would have been recorded as p8, 4, 3, 2q.)
Theorem 1.10. [CHT] Let Y “ m1P1 `m2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mqPq Ă P
2. If L1, . . . ,Ln is a totally
reducing sequence of lines for Y with associated reduction vector d, then there exist sequences
fd and Fd of non-negative integers such that
fdptq ď HpY, tq ď Fdptq
for each degree t ě 0.
It turns out that the sequences fd and Fd are straightforward to compute. In this paper
we only need to know how to compute fd which can be described via the diagonal count
vector.
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Definition 1.11. [CHT] Let v “ pv1, . . . , vnq be a non-negative integer vector. We define
the standard configuration Cv determined by v to be the set Cv Ă Z ˆ Z of all integer
lattice points pi, jq with i ě 0 and 0 ď j ă n such that i ă vn´j. Thus Cv consists of
the vn´j leftmost first quadrant lattice points of Z ˆ Z on each horizontal line with second
coordinate j for 0 ď j ă n. We also define the diagonal count operator diagpvq of v by
diagpvq :“ pp0, p1, . . . , pmq, where pt is the number of points in Cv lying on the diagonal line
with the equation x` y “ t, and m is the maximum value of t ě 0 such that j ` vn´j ą t;
i.e., such that the line x` y “ t intersects Cv. Equivalently,
pt “ #t j : 0 ď j ă n, i` j “ t and i ă vn´j u.
Example 1.12. Let v “ p1, 3, 4, 5q. Then Cv is as follows
˝
˝ ˝ ˝
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
˝ ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝
where v can be regarded as giving the row counts for Cv and diagpvq “ p1, 2, 3, 4, 3q gives
the diagonal counts (along diagonals with slope ´1). By abuse of notation, we will consider
diagpvq to be a sequence with infinitely many terms by appending zeros on the end. Thus,
diagp1, 3, 4, 5q “ p1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .q.
Fact 1.13. [CHT] Let Y “ m1P1`m2P2` ¨ ¨ ¨`mqPq Ă P
2. Suppose L1, . . . ,Ln is a totally
reducing sequence of lines for Y with associated reduction vector d. Let the resulting lower
bound on HpYq be fd “ pf0, f1, f2, . . .q and define ∆fd :“ pf0, f1´ f0, f2´ f1, . . .q. With this
notation, we have
∆fd “ diagpdq.
For example, the fat point scheme Y in Example 1.9 has reduction vector d “ p2, 3, 4, 8q
and diagpdq “ p1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .q. Thus,
HpYq ě p1, 3, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 17, 17, . . .q “ fd.
As we will see below, it turns out that equality holds here.
In addition to fd and Fd being easy to compute, there is an easy-to-check combinatorial
condition on d which guarantees that fd is equal to Fd, giving us an exact calculation of the
Hilbert function in this case.
Definition 1.14. [CHT] A vector v :“ pv1, . . . , vqq of non-negative integers is a generalized
monotone sequence, or GMS, if v1 ď v2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď vq and between any two zero entries of
∆v :“ pv1, v2 ´ v1, . . . , vq ´ vq´1q there is an entry which is strictly greater than 1.
Theorem 1.15. [CHT] Let Y “ m1P1 `m2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mqPq Ă P
2. If L1, . . . ,Ln is a totally
reducing sequence of lines for Y with associated reduction vector d such that d is GMS, then
fd “ HpYq “ Fd.
Even when the reduction vector is not GMS, the bounds fd ď HpYq ď Fd immediately
give bounds on αpYq. In particular, we have:
Facts 1.16. Let Y “ m1P1 `m2P2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mqPq Ă P
2 and L1, . . . ,Ln be a totally reducing
sequence of lines for Y with associated reduction vector d.
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(1) We have the lower bound
αpdiagpdqq “ αp∆fdq ď αpYq “ αp∆HpYqq.
(2) Suppose d is the non-negative integer vector d “ pd1, . . . , dsq. Then
αpdiagpdqq “ s`minp0, d1 ´ 1, d2 ´ 2, . . . , ds ´ sq.
1.3. A Natural Family of Configurations. We will soon focus our study on special sets
of points called line count configurations. It is natural to investigate Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6
via line count configurations since these give us a large family of point sets which arise in a
variety of different situations.
Definition 1.17. A reduced set of points T “ T1Y¨ ¨ ¨YTq Ă P
2 is a line count configuration
of type c “ pc1, . . . , cqq if each Ti consists of ci points on a line Li where the lines L1, . . . ,Lq
are distinct and no point of T occurs where two of the lines Li meet. After re-indexing, we
assume that 1 ď c1 ď c2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď cq. Moreover, if a “ pa1, . . . , aqq is a vector of positive
integers, then we define Tpa, cq :“ a1T1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` aqTq to be the fat point scheme obtained by
adding multiplicity ai to each point in Ti.
Another benefit of working with line count configurations is that the results of [CHT]
nicely bound the associated Hilbert functions. We will need some notation in order to give
the description of these bounds.
Definition 1.18. Given an integer vector v “ pv1, . . . , vnq, we define the permuting operator
πpvq to be the vector whose entries are the entries of v permuted to be in non-decreasing
order.
Definition 1.19. [CHT] Given vectors a “ pa1, . . . , anq and m “ pm1, . . . , mnq of positive
integers, let
a ˝m :“ p1m1, 2m1, . . . , a1m1, 1m2, 2m2, . . . , a2m2, . . . , 1mn, 2mn, . . . , anmnq.
The star operator is defined by a ˚m :“ πpa ˝mq.
Example 1.20. We have
p3, 3, 3q ˚ p2, 4, 5q “ πpp2, 4, 6, 4, 8, 12, 5, 10, 15qq “ p2, 4, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15q.
Lemma 1.21. [CHT] Let T “ T1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Tq Ă P
2 be a line count configuration of type
m “ pm1, . . . , mqq supported on the lines L1, . . . ,Lq. If a “ pa1, . . . , aqq is a vector of
positive integers, then a ˚m is the reduction vector for Tpa,mq with respect to some totally
reducing sequence of lines and hence fa˚m ď HpTpa,mqq ď Fa˚m. Moreover, if a ˚m is GMS,
then HpTpa,mqq “ fa˚m “ Fa˚m.
In the next section, we will work with line count configurations of type m “ p1, 2, 3, . . . , tq
in particular. These line count configurations are special for a number of reasons: they will
play the role of a base case for the main theorem of the paper and, by the following result
independently presented by Chudnovsky [Ch] and Geramita–Maroscia–Roberts [GMR], they
have very special Hilbert functions.
Theorem 1.22. [GMR, Theorem 2.5] If B is any finite set of points in P2, then there exists
a subset A Ď B such that
αpBq “ αpAq “ regpIAq.
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Let α “ αpAq. Then A must consist of
`
α`1
2
˘
points which have the first difference Hilbert
function diagp1, 2, 3, . . . , αq. That is, A has the generic Hilbert function. To obtain the set
A we simply repeatedly select points of B such that the newest point selected imposes an
independent condition on forms of degree αpBq.
So, assuming αp2rAq ě rαpAq ` r, then
αp2rBq ě αp2rAq ě rαpAq ` r “ rαpBq ` r.
Similarly, assuming αpp2r ´ 1qAq ě rαpAq ` r ´ 1, then
αpp2r ´ 1qBq ě αpp2r ´ 1qAq ě rαpAq ` r ´ 1 “ rαpBq ` r ´ 1.
That is, if Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6 hold for A, then they also hold for B. Further
observe that line count configurations of type c “ p1, 2, 3, . . . , tq have Hilbert function
diagp1, 2, 3, . . . , tq and that such points have α “ t. That is, the Hilbert function of the
guaranteed subset A has the same form as the Hilbert function of the line count configura-
tions we next consider.
2. The Key Case
In this section we assume W Ă P2 is a line count configuration of type c “ p1, 2, 3, . . . , tq
and consider fat points ℓW (where later we will consider the two cases ℓ “ 2r ´ 1 or ℓ “ 2r
for some r ě 1). Our goals are to verify the following inequalities (Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6
for n “ 2 and W):
αp2rWq ě rαpWq ` r
and
αpp2r ´ 1qWq ě rαpWq ` pr ´ 1q.
It is easy to see that HpWq “ fc, and so αpWq “ αpdiagpcqq “ t. Furthermore, by
Lemma 1.21, we can find a totally reducing sequence of lines for ℓW with associated reduction
vector
d “ pℓ, ℓ, . . . , ℓq ˚ p1, 2, . . . , tq :“ pd1, d2, . . . , dℓtq.
Thus HpℓWq ě fd and
αpℓWq “ αp∆HpℓWqq ě αpfdq “ αpdiagpdqq “ ℓt`minp0, d1 ´ 1, d2 ´ 2, . . . , dℓt ´ ℓtq.
Note that we will prove Conjecture 1.6 for ℓ “ 2r ´ 1 if we can show that αpdiagpdqq ě
rt` r´ 1. That is, for ℓ “ 2r´ 1, we need to verify that minp0, d1´ 1, d2´ 2, . . . , dℓt´ ℓtq ě
r ` t ´ rt ´ 1. In the case of ℓ “ 2r, we will prove Conjecture 1.5 if we can show that
minp0, d1´1, d2´2, . . . , dℓt´ ℓtq ě r´ rt. After re-arranging the inequality, we will consider
the equivalent bound involving a maximum. For ease of notation we make the following
definition.
Definition 2.1. Throughout this section we will let ℓ and t be positive integers and set
d :“ pℓ, ℓ, . . . , ℓq ˚ p1, 2, . . . , tq “ pd1, d2, . . . , dℓtq.
We define the function
Spdq :“ maxp0, 1´ d1, 2´ d2, . . . , ℓt´ dℓtq.
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Observe that if dm´1 “ dm then pm´ 1q ´ dm´1 ă m´ dm. So, the maximum Spdq occurs
at a value m where dm ă dm`1. Also note that if j is an entry of d then the maximum m
such that dm “ j is equal to the number of entries in d which are less than or equal to j.
Let
σpjq :“ #tentries in d which are ď ju “
ÿ
1ďaďℓ
1ďbďt
abďj
1.
We form an upper bound for Spdq by taking the maximum of σpjq ´ j over all j such that
1 ď j ď ℓt, rather than considering only the entries appearing in d. This clearly gives the
bound
Spdq ď max
1ďjďℓt
pσpjq ´ jq.
In fact, equality holds.
Lemma 2.2. Spdq “ max
1ďjďℓt
pσpjq ´ jq.
Proof. Suppose that max
1ďjďℓt
pσpjq ´ jq is attained at some pj R d. Let dpi be the largest di ă pj.
Then σppjq “ σpdpiq and so
σppjq ´ pj ă σpdpiq ´ dpi,
contradicting that max
1ďjďℓt
pσpjq ´ jq is attained at pj. 
For 1 ď b ď t, let Db :“ tab : 1 ď a ď ℓu. Note that d “ Y
t
b“1Db as an unordered multiset.
Let χbpjq :“ |Db X t1, 2, . . . , ju|; then
σpjq “
tÿ
b“1
|Db X t1, 2, . . . , ju| “
tÿ
b“1
χbpjq.
Note that
χbpjq “
#
tj{bu if j ă bℓ,
ℓ if j ě bℓ.
Thus, we are interested in
Spdq “ max
1ďjďℓt
˜˜
tÿ
b“1
χbpjq
¸
´ j
¸
.
We focus our attention on the function
Φtpjq :“
˜
tÿ
b“1
χbpjq
¸
´ j.
Our main theorem hinges on the following bounds for Φtpjq:
Claim 2.3. Let t, ℓ, and j be positive integers. If one of t or ℓ is 2 and the other is even,
then
Φtpjq ď
1
2
ℓpt´ 1q.
Otherwise,
Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
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The proof of Claim 2.3 will follow from a series of preliminary bounds, namely Lemmas
2.4—2.7 and Proposition 2.8. The proof presented here was suggested by the anonymous
referee. Our original proof used Dirichlet’s hyperbola method and determined the values of
j where Φtpjq is maximized. A manuscript containing the original proof is posted on the
arXiv.1
Lemma 2.4. If j ě ℓt, then Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
Proof. We have j ě ℓt ě ℓpt´ 1q ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ℓ. So, by the definition of χbpjq,
Φtpjq “ ℓt´ j ď 0 ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.

Lemma 2.5. If 1 ď j ă ℓ, then Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
Proof. For each 1 ď b ď t, we have χbpjq “ tj{bu. Thus, since
j
t
ď j
t´1
ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď j
2
, we have
Φtpjq “
˜
tÿ
b“1
χbpjq
¸
´ j “
ˆ
j `
Z
j
2
^
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
Z
j
t
^˙
´ j ď
tÿ
b“2
j
b
ď
j
2
pt´ 1q ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.

Lemma 2.6. Let t “ 2 and suppose ℓ and j are positive integers such that ℓ ď j ă 2ℓ. We
have the following bounds:
‚ if ℓ “ 2m` 1 for some positive integer m, then Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1q;
‚ if ℓ “ 2m for some positive integer m, then Φtpjq ď
1
2
ℓ.
Proof. Since ℓ ď j ă 2ℓ, we have
Φtpjq “ ℓ`
Z
j
2
^
´ j ď ℓ `
j
2
´ j “ ℓ´
j
2
ď ℓ ´
ℓ
2
“
1
2
ℓ.
Moreover, if ℓ “ 2m` 1 for some integer m then, since Φtpjq is an integer,
Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1q.

Lemma 2.7. Let ℓ “ 2, t ě 3 and 2 ď j ď 2t´ 1.
‚ If t ě 4 is even, then Φtpjq ď t ´ 1;
‚ if t ě 3 is odd, then Φtpjq ď
1
2
pt´ 1q.
Proof. Let k P t1, . . . , t´ 1u be an integer, and let 2k ď j ď 2k` 1. Note that by definition,
Φtpjq “
˜
tÿ
b“1
Z
j
b
^¸
´ j “ p2k ´ jq `
˜
tÿ
b“k`1
Z
j
b
^¸
.
We first assume that t ě 4 is even. Observe that j
k`1
ď 2k`1
k`1
ă 2, and so
X
j
k`1
\
ď 1. Thus,
by definition and since
X
j
t
\
ď
X
j
t´1
\
ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď
X
j
k`1
\
, we have
1http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.4147v1
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Φtpjq “ p2k ´ jq `
˜
tÿ
b“k`1
Z
j
b
^¸
ď p2k ´ jq ` pt ´ kq
Z
j
k ` 1
^
ď 0` pt´ kqp1q ď t´ 1.
Now assume that t ě 3 is odd. We consider two cases:
‚ Assume j “ 2k. We have
Φtpjq “
˜
tÿ
b“k`1
Z
2k
b
^¸
.
Suppose first that k ě t´1
2
` 1 “ t`1
2
. Then t ď 2k ´ 1, and so
X
2k
b
\
“ 1 for
k ` 1 ď b ď t. Thus,
Φtpjq “ t ´ k ď t´
ˆ
t` 1
2
˙
“
2t´ t ´ 1
2
“
t´ 1
2
.
Secondly, if k ď t´1
2
, then t ě 2k ` 1, and so
Φtpjq “
2kÿ
b“k`1
Z
2k
b
^
`
tÿ
b“2k`1
Z
2k
b
^
“
2kÿ
b“k`1
1`
tÿ
b“2k`1
0 “ k ď
t´ 1
2
.
‚ Assume j “ 2k ` 1. In this case,
Φtpjq “
˜
tÿ
b“k`1
Z
2k ` 1
b
^¸
´ 1.
Suppose first that k ě t´1
2
. Then t ď 2k ` 1, and so
X
2k`1
b
\
“ 1 for k ` 1 ď b ď t.
Thus,
Φtpjq “ t´ k ´ 1 ď t´
ˆ
t ´ 1
2
˙
´ 1 “
2t´ t` 1´ 2
2
“
t´ 1
2
.
Secondly, if k ă t´1
2
, then t ě 2k ` 2, and so
Φtpjq “
˜
2k`1ÿ
b“k`1
Z
2k ` 1
b
^¸
`
˜
tÿ
b“2k`2
Z
2k ` 1
b
^¸
´ 1 “
˜
2k`1ÿ
b“k`1
1
¸
`
˜
tÿ
b“2k`2
0
¸
´ 1
“ pk ` 1q ´ 1
ă
t ´ 1
2
.

Finally, we investigate the critical values for j.
Proposition 2.8. Let t ě 3 and ℓ ě 3. If ℓ ď j ă ℓt, then Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
Proof. Let k be the integer such that kℓ ď j ă pk ` 1qℓ. Note that 1 ď k ď t´ 1.
We proceed by induction on t. To this end, first suppose that t “ 3. Then k P t1, 2u. Fix
k “ 1. In this case, 3 ď ℓ ď j ď 2ℓ´ 1. Thus,
Φ3pjq “ ℓ`
Z
j
2
^
`
Z
j
3
^
´ j ď ℓ `
j
2
`
j
3
´ j “ ℓ´
j
6
.
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Observe that ℓ ´ j
6
ď ℓ´ 1 “ 1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q if and only if j ě 6. That is, the claim is true
for j ě 6 and hence for ℓ ě 6. We consider the cases ℓ “ 3, 4, and 5 with j ď 5 separately.
‚ Let ℓ “ 3 and j P t3, 4, 5u.
– If j “ 3, then Φ3pjq “ 3` t
3
2
u ` t3
3
u ´ 3 “ 2 ď ℓ´ 1 “ 2.
– If j “ 4, then Φ3pjq “ 3` t
4
2
u ` t4
3
u ´ 4 “ 2 ď ℓ´ 1 “ 2.
– If j “ 5, then Φ3pjq “ 3` t
5
2
u ` t5
3
u ´ 5 “ 1 ď ℓ´ 1 “ 2.
‚ Let ℓ “ 4 and j P t4, 5u.
– If j “ 4, then Φ3pjq “ 4` t
4
2
u ` t4
3
u ´ 4 “ 3 ď ℓ´ 1 “ 3.
– If j “ 5, then Φ3pjq “ 4` t
5
2
u ` t5
3
u ´ 5 “ 2 ď ℓ´ 1 “ 3.
‚ Let ℓ “ 5 and j “ 5. In this case, Φ3pjq “ 5` t
5
2
u ` t5
3
u ´ 5 “ 3 ď ℓ´ 1 “ 4.
In each of these cases, we see that Φ3pjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q as desired.
Now fix k “ 2 so that 6 ď 2ℓ ď j ď 3ℓ´ 1. Hence,
Φ3pjq “ 2ℓ`
Z
j
3
^
´ j ď 2ℓ`
j
3
´ j “ 2ℓ´
2
3
j ď 2ℓ´
4
3
ℓ “
2
3
ℓ ď ℓ´ 1
since ℓ ě 3. That is, the claim is true for k “ 2. This completes the proof of our base case
t “ 3.
We now set t ě 4 and assume that the assertion holds for t ´ 1. We consider three cases
depending on the value of k.
Case 1: Assume 1 ď k ď 1
2
pt´ 2q. Since j ă pk ` 1qℓ, we have j ă 1
2
ℓt and so j
t
ă 1
2
ℓ which
implies that t j
t
u ď 1
2
pℓ´ 1q. Therefore, by induction,
Φtpjq “ Φt´1pjq`
Z
j
t
^
ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 2q`
Z
j
t
^
ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 2q`
1
2
pℓ´ 1q “
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
Case 2: Assume 1
2
pt ` 1q ď k ď t ´ 1. Observe that j
t
ď j
t´1
ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď j
k`1
ă ℓ and so
t j
t
u ď t j
t´1
u ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď t j
k`1
u ď ℓ´ 1. Thus,
Φtpjq “
˜
kℓ`
tÿ
k`1
Z
j
b
^¸
´ j ď kℓ` pt´ kqpℓ´ 1q ´ j ď pt´ kqpℓ´ 1q.
Now, since 1
2
pt ` 1q ď k, we have
Φtpjq ď pt´ kqpℓ´ 1q ď
ˆ
t´
t
2
´
1
2
˙
pℓ´ 1q “
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q,
as desired.
Case 3: Assume 1
2
pt ´ 2q ă k ă 1
2
pt ` 1q. If t is even, let t “ 2m with m ě 2; then
k “ m “ 1
2
t. If t is odd, let t “ 2m ` 1 with m ě 1; then k “ m “ 1
2
pt ´ 1q. We consider
these two cases separately.
‚ Suppose k “ 1
2
t. In this case, k “ 1
2
t ě 4
2
“ 2. We consider two situations.
(3a) Let j “ kℓ. Then we have the following sequence of equivalences
kℓ
2k ´ 1
ě ℓ´ 1 ðñ 2k ´ 1 ě ℓpk ´ 1q ě 3pk ´ 1q ðñ k ď 2 ðñ k “ 2.
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Thus, if k ě 3, we have
Φtpkℓq “
˜
kℓ`
2k´2ÿ
b“k`1
Z
kℓ
b
^
`
Z
kℓ
2k ´ 1
^
`
Z
kℓ
2k
^¸
´ kℓ
ď pk ´ 2qpℓ´ 1q ` pℓ´ 2q `
1
2
ℓ
“ pk ´ 2qpℓ´ 1q ` pℓ´ 1q ´ 1`
1
2
ℓ
“ pk ´ 1qpℓ´ 1q ´ 1`
1
2
ℓ
ă pk ´ 1qpℓ´ 1q `
1
2
pℓ´ 1q
“
1
2
pℓ´ 1qp2k ´ 1q
“
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q,
where the first inequality uses the obvious inequalities and hypothesis that
kℓ
2k ´ 2
ď
kℓ
2k ´ 3
ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď
kℓ
k ` 1
“
j
k ` 1
ă ℓ.
The case k “ 2 remains. Here t “ 4 and
Φtp2ℓq “
ˆ
2ℓ`
Z
2ℓ
3
^
`
Z
2ℓ
4
^˙
´ 2ℓ ď
2ℓ
3
`
ℓ
2
“
7ℓ
6
.
We are done if ℓ ě 5 since
7ℓ
6
ď
1
2
p4´ 1qpℓ´ 1q “
3
2
pℓ´ 1q ðñ ℓ ě 5.
We handle the cases ℓ “ 3 and ℓ “ 4 directly:
– If ℓ “ 3, then Φtp2ℓq “
´
2p3q `
Y
2p3q
3
]
`
Y
2p3q
4
]¯
´ 2p3q “ t2u `
X
3
2
\
“ 3 ď
1
2
p3´ 1qp4´ 1q “ 1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
– If ℓ “ 4, then Φtp2ℓq “
´
2p4q `
Y
2p4q
3
]
`
Y
2p4q
4
]¯
´ 2p4q “
X
8
3
\
` t2u “ 4 ď
1
2
p4´ 1qp4´ 1q “ 1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
(3b) Assume j ě kℓ` 1. Since t “ 2k, we want to show that
Φtpjq “
˜
kℓ`
2kÿ
b“k`1
Z
j
b
^¸
´ j ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qp2k ´ 1q “ pk ´ 1qpℓ´ 1q `
1
2
pℓ´ 1q.
Now j
2k´1
ď j
2k´2
ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď j
k`1
ă ℓ, and so
ř
2k´1
b“k`1
X
j
b
\
ď pk ´ 1qpℓ´ 1q. Thus, it
suffices to show that
(˚)
Z
j
2k
^
ď
1
2
pj ´ kℓq `
1
2
pℓ´ 1q.
We will do this by considering ℓ even and ℓ odd. However, before proceeding,
we verify two necessary bounds.
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Necessary Bound 1: We claimZ
j ´ kℓ
2k
^
ď
j ´ kℓ
2
´
1
2
.
To see this, let a :“ j ´ kℓ ě 1 and b :“ a
2
ě 1
2
. ThenZ
j ´ kℓ
2k
^
“
Z
b
k
^
ď
Z
b
2
^
.
If b ě 1, thenZ
j ´ kℓ
2k
^
ď
Z
b
2
^
ď
b
2
ď
b
2
`
ˆ
b
2
´
1
2
˙
“ b´
1
2
“
j ´ kℓ
2
´
1
2
.
If 1
2
ď b ă 1, thenZ
j ´ kℓ
2k
^
ď
Z
b
2
^
“ 0 ď b´
1
2
“
j ´ kℓ
2
´
1
2
.
Necessary Bound 2: We haveZ
j ´ kℓ` k
2k
^
ď
j ´ kℓ
2
.
To see this, again let a :“ j ´ kℓ ě 1 and b :“ a
2
ě 1
2
. ThenZ
j ´ kℓ` k
2k
^
“
Z
a
2k
`
k
2k
^
“
Z
b
k
`
1
2
^
ď
Z
b
2
`
1
2
^
“
Z
b` 1
2
^
.
If b ě 1, thenZ
j ´ kℓ ` k
2k
^
ď
Z
b` 1
2
^
ď
b` 1
2
ď
b` b
2
“ b “
a
2
“
j ´ kℓ
2
.
If 1
2
ď b ă 1, thenZ
j ´ kℓ ` k
2k
^
ď
Z
b` 1
2
^
“ 0 ă b “
j ´ kℓ
2
.
We now proceed with proving inequality (˚). First let ℓ be even. Then by
Necessary Bound 1,Z
j
2k
^
“
Z
j ´ kℓ ` kℓ
2k
^
“
Z
ℓ
2
`
j ´ kℓ
2k
^
“
ℓ
2
`
Z
j ´ kℓ
2k
^
ď
ℓ
2
`
j ´ kℓ
2
´
1
2
“
j ´ kℓ
2
`
ℓ´ 1
2
.
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Similarly, if ℓ is odd, then by Necessary Bound 2,Z
j
2k
^
“
Z
j ´ kpℓ´ 1q ` kpℓ´ 1q
2k
^
“
Z
ℓ´ 1
2
`
j ´ kℓ` k
2k
^
“
ℓ´ 1
2
`
Z
j ´ kℓ` k
2k
^
ď
ℓ´ 1
2
`
j ´ kℓ
2
,
which completes this case.
‚ Suppose k “ 1
2
pt´ 1q. In this case we have t “ 2k ` 1 and so we need to show that
Φtpjq “
˜
kℓ`
2k`1ÿ
b“k`1
Z
j
b
^¸
´ j “
˜
2k`1ÿ
b“k`1
Z
j
b
^¸
´ pj ´ kℓq
ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q “
1
2
pℓ´ 1qp2kq “ kpℓ ´ 1q.
We again consider two situations.
(3A) Let j “ kℓ. As in Case (3a), we have the equivalence
kℓ
2k ´ 1
ě ℓ´ 1 ðñ k ď 2.
So, if k ě 3, then t kℓ
2k´1
u ď ℓ´ 2 which implies that
Φtpkℓq “
˜
kℓ`
2k´2ÿ
b“k`1
Z
kℓ
b
^
`
Z
kℓ
2k ´ 1
^
`
Z
kℓ
2k
^
`
Z
kℓ
2k ` 1
^¸
´ kℓ
ď pk ´ 2qpℓ´ 1q ` pℓ´ 2q `
1
2
ℓ `
1
2
ℓ
“ pk ´ 2qpℓ´ 1q ` pℓ´ 1q ` pℓ´ 1q
“ kpℓ´ 1q,
as desired. So we may assume that k ď 2.
– If k “ 2 and ℓ ě 5, then Φtp2ℓq “
X
2ℓ
3
\
`
X
2ℓ
4
\
`
X
2ℓ
5
\
ď 2ℓ
3
` 2ℓ
4
` 2ℓ
5
“ 47
30
ℓ ď
kpℓ´ 1q.
– If k “ 2 and ℓ “ 3, then Φtp2ℓq “
X
6
3
\
`
X
6
4
\
`
X
6
5
\
“ 4 ď kpℓ ´ 1q.
– If k “ 2 and ℓ “ 4, then Φtp2ℓq “
X
8
3
\
`
X
8
4
\
`
X
8
5
\
“ 5 ď kpℓ ´ 1q.
– If k “ 1 and ℓ ě 6, then Φtpℓq “
X
ℓ
2
\
`
X
ℓ
3
\
ď ℓ
2
` ℓ
3
“ 5
6
ℓ ď kpℓ´ 1q.
– If k “ 1 and ℓ “ 3, then Φtpℓq “
X
3
2
\
`
X
3
3
\
“ 2 ď kpℓ ´ 1q.
– If k “ 1 and ℓ “ 4, then Φtpℓq “
X
4
2
\
`
X
4
3
\
“ 3 ď kpℓ ´ 1q.
– If k “ 1 and ℓ “ 5, then Φtpℓq “
X
5
2
\
`
X
5
3
\
“ 3 ď kpℓ ´ 1q.
This completes Case (3A).
(3B) Suppose j ě kℓ ` 1. If k “ 1, then t “ 3 and we are done by the base case.
Thus, we assume k ě 2. The argument is essentially the same as for Case (3b).
We want to show that
Φtpjq ď kpℓ´ 1q “ pk ´ 1qpℓ´ 1q ` ℓ´ 1.
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We know that
ř
2k´1
b“k`1
X
j
b
\
ď pk ´ 1qpℓ´ 1q. Thus, it suffices to show thatZ
j
2k
^
`
Z
j
2k ` 1
^
ď ℓ´ 1` j ´ kℓ.
From inequality (˚) in Case (3b), we have thatZ
j
2k ` 1
^
ď
Z
j
2k
^
ď
1
2
pj ´ kℓq `
1
2
pℓ´ 1q.
Thus,Z
j
2k
^
`
Z
j
2k ` 1
^
ď 2
ˆ
1
2
pj ´ kℓq `
1
2
pℓ´ 1q
˙
“ j ´ kℓ` ℓ´ 1.

Putting all of the above bounds together yields Claim 2.3.
Theorem 2.9. Let t, ℓ, and j be positive integers. If one of t or ℓ is 2 and the other is
even, then
Φtpjq ď
1
2
ℓpt´ 1q.
Otherwise,
Φtpjq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
Proof. This theorem is an accumulation of Lemmas 2.4—2.7 and Proposition 2.8. 
We can now prove Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6 for n “ 2 and line count configurations W of
type c “ p1, 2, 3, . . . , tq.
Theorem 2.10. Let W Ă P2 be a line count configuration of type c “ p1, 2, 3, . . . , tq. For all
integers r ě 1 we have
(a) αpp2r ´ 1qWq ě rαpWq ` pr ´ 1q;
(b) αp2rWq ě rαpWq ` r.
Proof. We know that
αpℓWq “ αp∆HpℓWqq ě αpfdq “ αpdiagpdqq “ ℓt`minp0, d1 ´ 1, d2 ´ 2, . . . , dℓt ´ ℓtq,
where ℓ “ 2r´ 1 in case (a) and ℓ “ 2r in case (b). Thus, for case (a) we need to verify that
minp0, d1 ´ 1, d2 ´ 2, . . . , dℓt ´ ℓtq ě r ` t´ rt´ 1. In the case of (b), we need to verify that
minp0, d1 ´ 1, d2 ´ 2, . . . , dℓt ´ ℓtq ě r ´ rt. Equivalently, for case (a) we need to verify
Spdq “ maxp0, 1´ d1, 2´ d2, . . . , ℓt´ dℓtq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
For case (b), we equivalently need to show that
Spdq “ maxp0, 1´ d1, 2´ d2, . . . , ℓt´ dℓtq ď
1
2
ℓpt´ 1q.
Both bounds follow by Theorem 2.9. 
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3. Generalization of the Key Case
In the previous section we proved Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6 for line count configurations
W Ă P2 of type c “ p1, 2, . . . , tq. It is natural to try to generalize this result in a number
of different directions. In this section we consider line count configurations of type c “
pc1, . . . , ctq where ci ě i for each i.
To work on this more general case, we generalize Spdq from the previous section.
Definition 3.1. For an integer vector v “ pv1, . . . , vmq whose entries are non-decreasing, we
define the function
Spvq :“ maxp0, 1´ v1, 2´ v2, . . . , m´ vmq.
We will need the following preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. Let v “ pv1, . . . , vmq be an integer vector whose entries are non-decreasing,
and let 1 ď i ď m be an index such that vi´1 ă vi if i ą 1. Define v
1 :“ pv1, . . . , vi´1, vi ´
1, . . . , vmq. Then Spvq ď Spv
1q.
Proof. Note that the entries of v1 are non-decreasing, and hence Spv1q is defined. The argu-
ments over which the maximums Spvq and Spv1q are being taken have the same corresponding
entries, except at index i, where the entry of v1 is 1 greater than the ith entry of v. Hence,
Spv1q ě Spvq. 
Lemma 3.3. Let v “ pv1, . . . , vmq be an integer vector whose entries are non-decreasing, and
let w be an integer vector (not necessarily non-decreasing) such that wi ď vi for 1 ď i ď m.
Then Spvq ď Spπpwqq.
Proof. First note that πpwqi ď vi for 1 ď i ď m. Otherwise, suppose that i is the least
index where πpwqi ą vi. Let i
1 be the index of πpwqi before π was applied. If i
1 ą i then
πpwqi “ wi1 ď wi ď vi. If i
1 ă i then πpwqi “ wi1 ď vi1 ď vi. Both cases give a contradiction.
We iteratively transform v to πpwq by reducing one entry by 1 at each stage. Set vp0q :“ v.
For j ě 0, let i be the least index such that v
pjq
i ą πpwqi. Define v
pj`1q :“ pv
pjq
1
, . . . , v
pjq
i´1, v
pjq
i ´
1, . . . , v
pjq
m q. Note that if i ą 1, then v
pj`1q
i´1 “ πpwqi´1 ď πpwqi ă v
pjq
i . Hence Lemma 3.2
applies, and Spvpjqq ď Spvpj`1qq.
As an entry is reduced by 1 at each stage, this process terminates at some step k where
vpkq “ πpwq. Thus,
Spvq “ Spvp0qq ď Spvp1qq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Spvpkqq “ Spπpwqq. 
We can now prove Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6 in the following more general case:
Theorem 3.4. Let W Ă P2 be a line count configuration of type c “ pc1, c2, . . . , ctq where
ci ě i for 1 ď i ď t. For all integers r ě 1 we have
(1) αpp2r ´ 1qWq ě rαpWq ` pr ´ 1q;
(2) αp2rWq ě rαpWq ` r.
Proof. If c is GMS, then HpWq “ fc and so αpWq “ αpdiagpcqq “ t. If c is not GMS then we
can add points to W to obtain a line count configuration W1 of type c1 “ pc1
1
, . . . , c1tq so that
W Ď W1, c1 is GMS and αpdiagpc1qq “ t. In this case, αpWq ď αpW1q “ αpdiagpc1qq “ t. In
either situation, letting ℓ “ 2r ´ 1 for case (1) and ℓ “ 2r for case (2), we can find a totally
reducing sequence of lines for ℓW with associated reduction vector
v “ pℓ, ℓ, . . . , ℓq ˚ pc1, c2, . . . , ctq “ pv1, v2, . . . , vℓtq
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so that HpℓWq ě fv. We see that
αpℓWq “ αp∆HpℓWqq ě αpfvq “ αpdiagpvqq “ ℓt`minp0, v1 ´ 1, v2 ´ 2, . . . , vℓt ´ ℓtq.
So, for case (1), it suffices to show that αpdiagpvqq ě rt` r´ 1 or, equivalently, to verify the
bound Spvq ď pr ´ 1qpt ´ 1q. For case (2), it suffices to show that αpdiagpvqq ě rt ` r or,
equivalently Spvq ď rpt´ 1q.
Note that vi ě wi for 1 ď i ď ℓt, where w “ pℓ, ℓ, . . . , ℓq ˝ p1, 2, . . . , tq. By Lemma 3.3,
Spvq ď Spdq, where d “ πpwq. The result then follows by Theorem 2.9. 
4. Future Directions
Theorem 3.4 proves Conjectures 1.5 and 1.6 for a large number of types c of line count
configurations by showing Claim 2.3. However, it is not possible to prove the bounds on
Spdq in Claim 2.3 for all values of ℓ and t. For instance, when ℓ “ 4 and c “ p1, 1, 2, 2, 3q,
we have Spdq “ 10 ą 8 “ 1
2
ℓpt ´ 1q. It is an interesting question to determine for which ℓ
and c the bounds in Claim 2.3 hold.
As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4, if c and c1 are two t-dimensional non-decreasing
integer vectors where 1 ď ci ď c
1
i for all 1 ď i ď t, then Sppℓ, . . . , ℓq ˚ c
1q ď Sppℓ, . . . , ℓq ˚ cq.
Thus it is natural to ask for the maximal vectors c under this order where Sppℓ, . . . , ℓq ˚ cq ď
1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q fails to hold. The results of Section 2 show that such vectors must be below
p1, 2, . . . , tq. However, we believe that when ℓ and t are both large, the maximal vectors
for which the bound fails are quite far below p1, 2, . . . , tq. For instance, when ℓ “ 9 and
c “ p1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9q, then Spdq “ 31 ď 32 “ 1
2
pℓ´ 1qpt´ 1q.
There are counter-examples to the conjectures of Harbourne and Huneke when working
over a field of positive characteristic (see [HS] and the references within). However, despite
the limitations of using the bounds on Spdq from Claim 2.3, we still believe that Con-
jectures 1.5 and 1.6 hold when working over a field of characteristic 0. In this case, the
conjectures remain open for many families of points in addition to line count configurations
in P2 of type pc1, . . . , ctq where not all ci ě i. Specifically, the conjectures are open in P
n
where n ą 2. It seems that further progress will require the development of tools similar to
the bounds of [CHT] that work in more general settings.
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